TRENDS COME AND GO, BUT QUALITY DESIGN AND CRAFTSMANSHIP STAND THE TEST OF
TIME. TOGETHER, WE WILL CHANGE THE WAY THE WORK IS DONE BY TURNING THE SPACES
YOU ENVISION INTO THE PLACES YOUR CLIENTS LOVE. WITH OUR RICH HISTORY OF CRAFTING
THOUGHTFULLY‑DESIGNED, QUALITY PRODUCTS, WE’RE A PARTNER THAT WILL ELEVATE THE
EXPERIENCE OF CREATING PLACES THAT SUPPORT THE WORK YOU DO TODAY—AND TOMORROW.

THE BEGINNING
T H E STA RT O F A N E W C H A PT E R

In the summer of 2017, we began discussions to
create a vibrant new headquarters for the Kimball
brand. With this renovation, we saw an opportunity
to unite all business units on one campus.
This new campus serves not only as a new
home for the Kimball brand, but also a new
home for Kimball International and a central
hub where all our brands will unite.
As our story continues to evolve, our people
remain the constant; in our heritage, our present,
and our future. We find meaning and identity by
turning ordinary spaces into distinctive places.

“Those who can imagine anything can create the impossible.”

ARCHITECTURE
C R A F T I N G W H AT ’ S N E X T

Partnering with Architecture and Design Firms,
ai3 and Hafer, our goal was to create environments
that fuel organizational efficiency and attract and
retain top talent. Our people are the company,
so for our new space we shifted from “housing
people” to “serving our people.” Equally important,
we also wanted to create flexible and relevant
environments that provide employees a space
they enjoy while having choices in furniture
and technology applications that better support
the changing nature of workplace activities.
Providing a nod to our rich history in woodworking,
the architectural concept of our headquarters is
inspired by the growth rings of a tree, bringing into
our space wood accents and radial design elements.

“Those who can imagine anything can create the impossible.”

BACK TO OUR ROOTS

As makers—not just furniture makers—we
know that the place we work is more than
just windows, walls, and a place to sit.
Continuing with the inspiration of our
woodworking heritage, the Kimball space is
organized in a radial pattern representative
of a tree’s growth rings, with the unique
feature that the angled pathways lead
us back to our roots in the Heartwood
Hub at the center of our campus.
This pathway structure is symbolic
of the notch cut used in felling trees
during the logging process.

INTERIOR DESIGN
GIVING LIFE TO THE KIMBALL EXPERIENCE

The Customer Experience sets the tone for every
guest who visits Kimball. We felt it was imperative
that the first touch-point upon entering our
headquarters was a warm, inviting space that
showcases and honors the Kimball brand heritage.
By creating a lounge area that includes soft seating,
a fireplace, piano display, library, bar, dining spaces,
and a beautiful outdoor space, we are able to provide
both our employees and guests with the warmth
that makes them feel welcome and at home.

All of our showrooms
feature the same
branded scent that you
will notice when you
first enter our HQ. This
is to create a pleasant
olfactory memory.

“In order to be irreplaceable, one must always be different.”

C R E AT I N G T H AT F E E L I N G

Some places just feel “warm.” It’s hard to explain why, but
you know it when you feel it. It’s that feeling that we work
diligently to create within our spaces. Brass accents and warm
lighting work together to subtly accentuate the cozy, inviting
narrative being told by the fireplace, library, and lounge.
The comfortable familiarity of beautiful wood floors underfoot carries
you effortlessly through a timeless display of tactile encounters.
Neutral fabrics and finishes were chosen considering not only the
practical needs of an ever‑evolving showroom, but also the myriad of
location‑based experiences that occur in our modern workplace.
Across our floor plan, ceiling heights; wall and glass selections; and
cloud ceilings thoughtfully adjust the scale of an area to match the
appropriate level of intimacy to the function of any given space.

BIOPHILIA

As humans, we feel an innate inclination to connect with nature
and the outdoors. That tendency doesn’t disappear when we
walk through our office doors. As our work moves us indoors
more than ever, the need for biophilia increase exponentially
with an importance that transcends interior design trends.
For us, no amount of interior design can be considered complete
until biophilic elements—greenery, natural light, fresh air, natural
materials—are added. Plentiful exterior windows and skylights
allow natural light to illuminate our headquarters, while plant
life occupies areas as small as desktops and as large as full-wall
planters. Always having some sunlight and a plant in the peripheral
connects us all to life in ways that no other design solutions can.

GRAPHICS
C O M M U N I C AT I N G I D E N T I T Y T H R O U G H S PA C E

The environmental design throughout our
headquarters are the culmination of our design story.
Visually, the branding choices were inspired and
calculated by considering all preceding stages in
the design process from the architecture to the
interior design. Careful never to distract from the
beauty and function of the space, the environmental
graphics thoughtfully showcase our brand while
considering lighting, material selections, variable
vantage points, color palettes, points of interest, area
functions, and campus‑wide usability benefits.
The piano gallery
featured in the top left
displays illustrations
of original Kimball
pianos from catalogs
over 100 years old.

“In a gentle way, you can shake the world.”

I N S P I R AT I O N

Conceptually, the environmental graphics
were built upon a theme meant to inspire
all who come through our doors.
As makers and innovators, we set
out to carefully select influential
pioneers throughout history to act
as our source of inspiration. We
purposefully selected a diverse range of
individuals to support the inclusivity
and importance that we extend to all of
our respected employees and guests.

ICONOGRAPHY

Icons like these can be found all over
our campus. They are inspired by the
concepts of the Well Building Standards.
These particular icons are displayed on
the glass outside of The Well Fitness
Studio. Additionally, a unique icon
is featured at the bottom of each and
every walking path way-finding sign.
Our icons offer our space a nice “pop”
of bright color. Their simple forms
are designed to clearly communicate
wellness concepts in a quickly
and easily digestible language.
It is our hope that these little
reminders will spark our employees
and visitors to make smart, healthy
choices throughout the day.

3 - D I M E N S I O N A L A P P L I C AT I O N S

Just like our interior design utilizes layering techniques, our
environmental design employs 3-dimensional applications
to bring 2-dimensional graphics to the forefront.
Two shining examples of our 3D graphics are our
“Work Your Way” biophilic reception installation and
the custom Heartwood Hub modesty panels.
The “Work Your Way” sign was cut by our team from our solid surface
material and assembled by our greenery management partner. The
steel modesty panels feature a cut pattern designed to resemble both
the rings of a tree and the movement of sound waves from a speaker,
as they are placed surrounding the Heartwood Hub Theater.

NEIGHBORHOODS

THE HEIGHTS

W E LC O M E TO A N EW P LAC E TO WO R K YO U R WAY

We wanted to create another layer of community
in the design of the space by highlighting the
diversity of our employees with a theme that is
evident throughout. That consideration is the
driving factor behind our Neighborhoods.

H O S P I TA L I T Y Z O N E

INDUSTRIAL PARK

FINANCIAL
DISTRICT
HEARTWOOD

UPTOWN

THE
VALLEY

RIVERSIDE
H E R I TA G E
DISTRICT

MIDTOWN

ARTS
DISTRICT

DOWNTOWN

In just about every city across the United States, a
city’s inhabitants have defined areas of their city
as neighborhoods. Poetically, these neighborhoods
are organically defined by memories, cultural
gatherings, innovation, and so on. They give
its people somewhere to be proud to call home.
Functionally, these neighborhoods serve the
public by establishing memorable points of
interest, way-finding that you can’t find in a map,
and they offer a reliable guess at what a visitor
might find if they were to venture into the area.

With this theme as our
foundation, the new Kimball
Headquarters gives our employees
a memorable—and enjoyable—
system for way-finding, room
reserving, and grouping teams
and departments. It offers our
people the ability to claim their
slice of the campus with pride and
personality. Our visitors will also
greatly benefit from our relatable,
well‑organized theme, and the
way-finding system it provides.

15TH STREET PARK

“Memories of our lives, of our works and our deeds will continue in others.”

HEARTWOOD

DOWNTOWN

C O N N E C T. U N W I N D . R E C H A R G E . R E F U E L .

OPEN, GORGEOUS, AND INSPIRING

Sitting as the epicenter of our corporate campus, the Heartwood
neighborhood acts as the cultural and functional melting pot of our
brands. Heartwood is a place where our unified purpose is personified.
It’s a place where our people can connect, unwind, recharge, and refuel.
It is truly the heart of our campus and company.

While the true gems of a city are often found in its less‑trodden streets
and alleyways, there’s no hiding the awe-inspiring beauty of a bustling
downtown—so it is with our Downtown neighborhood. As the first point
of impression for our guests, Downtown is open, gorgeous, and inspiring.

MIDTOWN

ARTS DISTRICT

A B E A U T I F U L , O P E N G AT E WAY B E T W E E N B R A N D S

A N E W P L A C E TO C R A F T W H AT ’ S N E X T

Located in the center of the Kimball floor plan, the Midtown neighborhood
is home to stunning offices, a classy meeting room, and a beautiful lounge
bridging the tri-neighborhood area of Midtown, Heartwood, and the
Heritage District.

The Arts District is a tapestry of artists and thinkers, administrators
and tinkerers. This neighborhood is sure to be a popular location for
visitors, as it is home to our Kimball Maker Space—a location that puts
our visionary work on display.

RIVERSIDE

UPTOWN

A PLACE FOR EVERYTHING

A F R E S H TA K E O N T H E “ O P E N ” WO R KS PA C E

Aptly named for the river beyond the east windows, Riverside is the
epitome of functional diversity. Large open-plan work areas, public
lounges, cafe-esque common spaces, and huddle rooms reminiscent of
artisanal, public waterfronts make Riverside second only to Heartwood
in terms of usability and inclusivity.

The Uptown neighborhood of the Kimball campus is certainly more
employee‑focused than it is a visitor location. While the Overpass
meeting room does sit with a great view of The Lounge in the Riverside
neighborhood, much of Uptown is comprised of spaces for employees
to work, find a focus spot, or utilize our treadmill working stations
in The Alley.

15TH ST. PARK

HERITAGE DISTRICT

AN INDOOR/OUTDOOR CONNECTION

H O N O R I N G H I STO RY W H I L E F O ST E R I N G I N N O VAT I O N

Overlooking 15th Street, the small-but-versatile 15th Street Park is just as
much a quaint place to catch your breath as it is a calming backdrop for our
Downtown windows, creating a seemless indoor‑outdoor connection.

Like any city with a notable history, our Heritage District simultaneously
recognizes our humble roots, while providing renovated space for
cultivating a future of innovation.

FINANCIAL DISTRICT

INDUSTRIAL PARK

OLD-WORLD CHARM MEETS NEW-WORLD NECESSITIES

THE “HOW IT’S MADE” OF THE KIMBALL CAMPUS

Modeled with thoughts of old-world charm and new‑world necessities,
the Financial District is calm, yet full of activity. Whether providing
our employees with private, secure areas to work, or establishing a
neutral—yet beautiful—segue between the National HQ (The Upper
West Side) and the Heartwood Hub, this neighborhood is a brilliant
juxtaposition of charm and utility.

Sitting at the crossroads of office space and industry, the Industrial
Park is a controlled whirlwind of clangs, bangs, thoughts, and actions. A
fan‑favorite tour stop, this neighborhood is the “How It’s Made” of the
Kimball Campus, offering an exciting and informative peek behind the
curtains at our product development.

THE VALLEY

THE HEIGHTS

COZY MEETS TECHNICAL

SEIZING THE HORIZON

Nestled in contrast to The Heights, The Valley is an ode to low, open
fields and gentle breezes. Fostering cozy health spaces and technical
work spaces, The Valley is the perfect addition to our diverse
workplace ecosystem.

The Heights possesses the designation of “Highest Point This Side of the
Skyway!” Aptly, the rooms within are reminiscent of wanderlust views
without end. The names are also a subtle reminder of our purpose pillar,
“Seize the Horizon.”

WELL-BEING
W E L L N E S S C E RT I F I C AT I O N

Kimball has registered to have our corporate
headquarters WELL™ v2 certified. The WELL
building standard fosters a holistic formula for
better health and wellness outcomes, including
a focus on ten key areas: air, water, nourishment,
light, movement, thermal comfort, sound,
materials, mental wellness, and community.
Health and wellness are essential to engagement
and productivity. That’s why we have an ongoing
commitment to maintaining a workplace that
works for the well-being of our people.

“The secret of getting ahead is getting started.”

Inspired by the legendary New York City
Transit Authority Graphics Standards
designed by Massimo Vignelli and Bob
Noorda in 1970, our Metro Station
Walking Paths inspire our employees to
move around throughout the workday.
The Red Line is a 1/2 mile loop, the
Blue Line is a 1/4 mile loop, and the
Green Line is a 1/10 mile loop.
At each decision point, a plywood
way‑finding sign not only instructs the
user where to go next, but also includes
a unique wellness tip inspired by the
Well Building Standard concepts.

“ T H E W E L L” F I T N E S S S T U D I O

THE ALLEY WALKING DESK STUDIO

The primary goal of The Well
is to provide flexible space that
can be used for group fitness
classes (ranging from Yoga
to Self-Defense, to Circuit
training) and ad-hoc workouts.

To give our employees a variety of
options to stay moving, we offer
two tread desks—aptly name
“Crosswalk” and “Sidewalk”—
in a room called “The Alley.”

WELLNESS ROOM

H E A LT H Y C O O K I N G C L A S S E S

The Wellness Room may be used
by those experiencing a mild
illness, a place to administer
medication, for migraine sensory
relief, stress relief, a minor injury,
minor first aid attention, and/or
those that simply need a moment
to themselves to regroup.

Cooking classes are hosted in
the Heartwood Hub to promote
dietary wellness through the
culinary arts. Participants are
introduced to kitchen skills and
recipes to make home cooking
healthy and enjoyable.

MOTHER’S ROOM

H E A LT H Y C A F E O P T I O N S

 he Mother’s Room provides
T
privacy for lactating mothers.

Fresh, healthy options are
available daily at our Bistro
Grab-n-Go station.

TECHNOLOGY
MODERN SOLUTIONS FOR A MODERN WORKPLACE

From individual to interactive spaces, we’ve
incorporated the latest collaborative technology
to bring our customers, vendors, and remote
employees closer together than ever.
Our wireless, one-touch, unified system
makes navigating our technological
framework a breeze, even for our visitors.

We’ve also incorporated progressive audio
and video technologies to deliver the best
possible experiences available for video
conferencing, as well as sound‑masking
equipment to give our employees and visitors
auditory privacy while in open spaces.

On walls throughout our building, we’ve
strategically placed screens to display unified
messaging to our employees. This messaging is
centrally managed to ensure content is relevant
and consistent across our headquarters.

“It takes a touch of genius – and a lot of courage to move in the opposite direction.”

HISTORY
OUR HUMBLE BEGINNINGS

We are makers.
An upstart in a town bustling with
woodworkers, driven by the vision of a man
who found his start pushing a broom.
Our founder’s entrepreneurial spirit led him to
seek growth, a name, and a new future. Kimball
was woven into our Jasper roots. From jazz halls
to living rooms, we brought music to the millions,
earning our hallmarks of excellence and beauty.
We combined art and science to make organs
that kept the heart of our business beating. We
expanded our offerings to marry the demands of
the market with the skills of our people. Because
while our products are built to last, the care we
keep can outlast anything. Our family grew as we

added products and brands. We made desks
designed f or connections and designed
chairs to go with them. From healing to
hospitality, we built relationships and
furniture intended to endure—Cultivating a
company people wanted to do business with.
Nurturing what makes us strong will
always be our way. That’s why we plant
seeds and o pportunities, to support the
people and places that help us thrive.
While our founder’s ambition made us
who we are, it’s now our time to find the
founder w
 ithin us all, and become the
makers that make so much more.

These archival images
are featured on our
HQ History & Purpose
wall accompanied by
a Kimball International
historical timeline.

PURPOSE
THE HEART BEHIND EVERYTHING WE DO

Our new campus is a chapter in our story that
clearly defines who we are, who we always have
been, and where we are going from here. We are a
trustworthy company that always has and always
will care about our family, our culture, our planet,
our customers, and the products we create. We
believe in investing in our future by cultivating
our craft today. We are a company of makers that
transcend any single skill or focus, because we make
more than just furniture. We make possibilities.

These purpose pillars
are featured on our
Kimball International
History & Purpose wall.

MODERN MAKERS
C U LT I V A T I N G O U R C R A F T

Kimball is a company of makers—makers that
transcend one product type, and have skills to
change with the cultural climate. Our parent
company has always thought of itself as a
materials expert first. That focus on competency
has led to generations of success in multiple
categories, and success for our customers. We
believe in a culture of caring. What started
as a family business is now a company‑wide
business family. And we’re just getting started.
Our complete product solutions create a sense of
place where people can achieve all that’s possible.
Our desire to innovate drives us to engage with the
broader design community outside our doors. As
a world-class design company, we pride ourselves
in being curious, forward-thinking, driven for
results, and relentless in our pursuit of success.

“It always seems impossible until it’s done.”

Our ultimate goal is to provide relevant
solutions that carry workplaces into the
future. Together, with our partners, we
will continue to anticipate changes in
how people work and design solutions
for a successful workplace.

MAKER PARTNERSHIPS

A large part of the Kimball experience is our showcase of
pieces resulting from creative partnerships we’ve made.
Two partnerships of note that are largely on display in our
headquarters are with Hennepin Made and 1767.
Hennepin Made is an independent glass studio creating
lighting and other designs for retailers and designers. Their
custom lighting that came from our partnership can be found
in Grand Station, Arnold F. Habig Boardroom, Overpass,
and above our grand piano in the Downtown Lobby.
1767 is a woodworking company and design collective based in
Nashville, TN. Using reclaimed wood sourced from Nashville’s
urban decay, they create wooden wall art that becomes an instant
heirloom in their clients’ homes. With the launch of our Narrate
systems product, we partnered with 1767 to create custom end
panels that tell a story. Today, their pieces are featured as wall art
in the Grand Station, Boardwalk, and Stadium conference rooms.

Both of these
makers were
featured in our
Chicago 2018
showroom.

OUR PEOPLE
OUR HEADQUARTERS “WALL OF FAME”

Our people are our company, and our employee
wall is a visual statement that shows who we are.
Continuing with our city and neighborhood
theme, our employee dedication wall is inspired
by high rise apartments forming a city skyline.

Additionally, every employee was given
the option to select their own seating and
tools (where applicable) to ensure optimal
comfort and function from person to person.

Each person occupies their own window, but they
all bring their unique personalities and perspectives
together to make Kimball the company that it is.
Our people also helped shape our headquarters in
a major way. In designing our floor plan, all of the
department managers were involved in determining
the needs for their teams. This informed workspace
furniture selection and spacial considerations,
like collaboration and functional needs.

“If you’re always trying to be normal you will never know how amazing you can be.”

A NICE CULTURE
OUR COMMITMENT TO “LIVE LIFE NICE”

Kimball’s heritage is built on a culture of caring
that is ingrained in everything we do. This culture
extends beyond what we make and how we make it
to specific initiatives that support our customers,
communities and our world. Live Life Nice
was developed by an entrepreneur in the Sixers
Innovation Lab crafted by Kimball. Live Life Nice
is a cause driven company that is dedicated to
empowering, motivating and inspiring people to
be nice and to do nice. By joining this movement,
Kimball promotes and encourages our employees,
partners and customers to conduct random acts of
kindness and to Be Nice and Do in their everyday life.

“You have two hands. One for helping yourself, the other for helping others.”

The image on the left is
our HQ “Live Life Nice”
wall. Our employees
freely display images
of their act of “Nice.”

HEARTWOOD HUB
A PLACE TO COME TOGETHER

Thoughtfully named “The Heartwood Hub”—a
nod to our rich history in woodworking—this
space provides us with a place to gather, learn
and grow together at the epicenter of our
campus. We find meaning and identity by turning
ordinary spaces into distinctive places.
Above all, the space is flexible. The Heartwood
Hub acts as the cultural and functional melting pot
of our brands, complete with a fitness studio and
cafe. Along with the integration of technology, its
communal meeting spaces, lounge areas, and private
huddle rooms accommodate a variety of users, from
large, social groups to employees who need a quiet
enclave for heads-down work. It’s a place where our
people can connect, unwind, recharge, and refuel.
It truly is the heart of our campus and company.

“Sometimes, what you’re looking for is already there.”

By supporting employee well‑being,
the space supports our commitment
to WELL standards.

A MYRIAD OF USES

The beauty of the Heartwood Hub is only surpassed by its
function. As a social area, The Hub (as the locals tend to call it)
flourishes. The layout is expertly designed to simultaneously
accommodate luncheons, one-on-one meetings, small group
collaboration, touch-down work areas, social groups, and more.
To aid our mission of encouraging healthy lifestyles for our
employees, The Hub is home to The Bistro—a self-service café
loaded with fresh, healthy options daily. Employees are also offered
complimentary coffee, fruit-infused water, and fresh fruits.
Our Heartwood Hub Theater has proven to be an amazing
location to host any meeting, from more intimate executive
meetings to company-wide town hall gatherings.
As a place to entertain, The Hub is equipped with
a bar (which we call “The Hub Pub”), a large dining
table, and a dedicated chef’s prep kitchen.

“I’VE LEARNED THAT PEOPLE WILL
FORGET WHAT YOU SAID, PEOPLE
WILL FORGET WHAT YOU DID,
BUT PEOPLE WILL NEVER FORGET
HOW YOU MADE THEM FEEL.”

Maya Angelou

